Reverse Evaluation of Failure Mode and Effects Analysis Model: A New Reliable Performance Measurement
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Abstract

After the World War II (WWII), the industrial era began. Therefore the risk management philosophy concerns shifted from error resolving to error prevention by predicting the causes. One of the most common processes used to decrease the failures is utilizing the Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA). FMEA approximates the probability based on Risk Priority Number (RPN). RPN is known for limitations in the process of RPN scoring system measuring the severity (S), occurrence (O), and detection of the failure (D). RPN is not an accurate, in determining the relative importance of failure. R-FMEA provides a proactive more reliable method using Kruskal-Wallis test. This article discusses with examples how a new suggested statistical model (R-FMEA) is enhancing the reliability of FMEA to predict errors.
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Introduction

After the World War II (WWII), the industrial era began. Therefore the risk management philosophy concerns shifted from errors resolving to error prevention by predicting the causes. One of the most common processes used to decrease the failures is utilizing the Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA). FMEA is an official process used in healthcare to assess the safety of patients [1]. FMEA technique uses an inferential statistics and mathematics to determine the possible failures [2]. FMEA approximates the probability based on Risk Priority Number (RPN). RPN is known for limitations in the process of RPN scoring system measuring the severity (S), occurrence (O), and detection of the failure (D) [3]. RPN is not an accurate, in determining the relative importance of failure [3].

Risk is a cognitive process is where the perception of an individual is considered a rate limiting step to interpret perceived the probability to real chance of loss or harm [4]. The concept of risk is usually linked to harmful behaviors [5]. The safety is a crucial element in providing healthcare services therefore, in the healthcare industry an efficient system is mandatory to protract the improvement and preserve control over the protection of healthcare services [6,7]. Approximately 40% of adverse events in Netherland is considered as preventable [8]. An evidence of risk reduction is related to identifying risk factors using proactive tools such as FMEA [9].

The healthcare service provision is a series multifaceted action with multidisciplinary interactions demand an appropriate tool (FMEA) utilized to improve the safety of the system within the hospital [10]. FMEA is a subjective dependant instrument uses an expert judgment of the risk factors derived from their backgrounds. The recognized failure is documented and prioritized; and the RPN is applied to predict the risks [11]. A United States department of Veterans Affairs National Center for Patient Safety developed a new version of FMEA called Healthcare FMEA (HFMEA) to utilize more complex matrix to increase reliability [10]. In 2008, the U.S. the costs of medical errors are approximately $17.1 billion, which is equal to 0.72% of the healthcare annual budget [12].

FMEA Reliability

Using an unreliable instrument to evaluate the probability of accidents causes the inappropriate quality of service provided. The weakness of the FMEA related to the subjective verdict of the risks that lead to improper priorities setting based on RPN significance [11]. A control experiment study investigated the reliability of FMEA, shows that a significant difference in severity verdict in each group, to conclude that the FMEA is not a reliable tool [12]. Another drawback is the outcome inconsistency in the outcome of the FMEA [14]. FMEA is incapable to predict the tangible errors occurred, for that reason, merging FMEA with experience, learning, and trial and error most likely to moderately reduce the statistical type I and II errors [15].

Reverse Evaluation of Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (R-FMEA) a performance reliable Model

Reverse evaluation of FMEA (RFMEA) is an optional model suggested to demonstrate a reliable side of FMEA using comparison and combination of the recognized and unrecognized interpretations of the S, O, D, and RPN. The structure of the process stands for the input in the model which includes the multidisciplinary committee member's backgrounds, and experience [16]. The FMEA output reveals the RPN, known for uncertain reliability [3,17]. The O, S, and D are assigned to meet by concord of all members’ cognitive perception
based on perceived risk. Furthermore, the members are allowed to re-
evaluating the steps in all meetings with comparison of error reported
by the organization.

The committee members intuitively consign a numerical value to
each step. The selected numbers vary, but the capacity of
improvements merely on the RPN. By comparing and combining the
statistical values of O, S, and D yearly; the reliability might be
improved. As a consequence, the compatibility of R-FMEA and RPN
enhance the reliability rather than merely RPN scores as shown in
Figure 1.

**R-FMEA Statistics for Reliable Model**

The R-FMEA model predicts errors and compares O, S, and D for at
least three years with minimum of five observations (evaluations) for
each year to produce a reliable failure risk prediction and follow chi-
square distribution. The years used in comparison are considered as
samples for each item (O, S, and D). Based on the nature of data used
in evaluation, Kruskal-Wallis test seems to be the appropriate
measurement test to predict the median differences [18]. Moreover, the
requirements of Kruskal-Wallis test are met as each observation
(evaluation) is considered as an independent variable; and no
particular population distribution is required. Using the Kruskal-
Wallis test equation for each item as follow:

**For Detection**, the R-FMEA is

\[
R_{\text{FMEA-D}} = \frac{12}{N(N+1)} \left( \frac{T_1^2}{n_1} + \frac{T_2^2}{n_2} + \ldots + \frac{T_k^2}{n_k} \right) - 3(N+1) \quad \text{Formula (1)}
\]

**For Occurrence**, the R-FMEA is

\[
R_{\text{FMEA-O}} = \frac{12}{N(N+1)} \left( \frac{T_1^2}{n_1} + \frac{T_2^2}{n_2} + \ldots + \frac{T_k^2}{n_k} \right) - 3(N+1) \quad \text{Formula (2)}
\]

Where is:

- \(N\): The total number of observations (evaluations) in all years for
each item.
- \(T\): the sum of ranking in each year i.e. \(T_1\) for the first year, and \(T_2\)
  for second.
- \(n\): number of evaluations each year.
- \(df\): degree of freedom which used in Chi-square distribution, \(df = K-1\).

The values of \(R_{\text{FMEA-D}}, R_{\text{FMEA-O}}, \text{ And } R_{\text{FMEA-S}}\), compared separately
with corresponding degree of freedom and significance level in Chi-
square distribution table. Given the range of corresponding value, the
R-FMEA value accepted or rejected as long as it falls in the same range
or out of the range respectively. The table with observations ranked by
the lowest value provides precisely the level of improvements in failure
occurrence, severity, and detection throughout compared years (Tables
1-4).

**Example:**

Detection, Occurrence, and Severity tables for Emergency quality
department in a tertiary hospital for three consecutive years:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection (D)</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** Detection observations by quality department in three years.

The first step is to rank all evaluations in compared years as follow:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection (D)</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation1</td>
<td>10(15)</td>
<td>8(12.5)</td>
<td>3(4.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation2</td>
<td>9(14)</td>
<td>7(10.5)</td>
<td>3(4.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation3</td>
<td>5(7.5)</td>
<td>5(7.5)</td>
<td>2(2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation4</td>
<td>6(9)</td>
<td>4(6)</td>
<td>2(2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation5</td>
<td>7(10.5)</td>
<td>8(12.5)</td>
<td>1(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of ranks</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of the ranks</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of evaluations (used for conventional FMEA)</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** Ranked detection observations table.
In case of more than one evaluation having the same rank, the mean of their rank should be given as it showed in brackets.

Using Formula (1)

For Detection, the R-FMEA is

\[ R_{\text{FMEA-D}} = \frac{12}{N(N+1)} \left( \frac{T_1^2}{n_1} + \frac{T_2^2}{n_2} + \ldots + \frac{T_k^2}{n_k} \right) - 3(N+1) \] Formula (1)

\[ R_{\text{FMEA-D}} = \frac{12}{15(15+1)} \left( \frac{56^2}{5} + \frac{49^2}{5} + \ldots + \frac{15^2}{5} \right) - 3(15+1) \]

\[ R_{\text{FMEA-D}} = 9.62 \]

If \( R_{\text{FMEA-D}} \) Value is lower than corresponding value of Chi-Square distribution table. Consequently, that means that the medians of detection for all years are equal [18], otherwise they are different and therefore the level of improvements in detection of failures precisely determined by lowest scores of ranking throughout the compared years in Table 5. Using Chi-Square distribution, the degree of freedom (df) determined by the formula:

\[ K-1. \] Number of years (K) = 3; then df = 3-1 = 2,

Therefore, back to chi-square distribution table in the corresponding degree of freedom with 0.05 significance level of 0.05 is 5.991

\[ R_{\text{FMEA-D}} \] value (9.62) is larger than corresponding value (5.991), which means that the detection medians are not equal throughout the three years. Based on the lowest mean of the ranks the improvement detected. This method applied to investigate both occurrence and severity separately to improve reliability of instrument. Using R-FMEA increases the likeliness of addressing every single element in traditional FMEA; and that consequently improves tracking causes of errors back as if it comes from S, O, or D.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional FMEA</td>
<td>(7.4<em>5.4</em>3.2) = 127.87 1.27</td>
<td>(6.4<em>5.6</em>4) = 143.36 1.43</td>
<td>(2.2<em>3</em>4.8) = 31.68 0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-FMEA using Kruskal-Wallis test using formula 1,2, and 3</td>
<td>Chi –square distribution corresponding value at level of significance of 0.05 and df of 2 = 5.991</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-FMEA-O=4.655&lt;5.991 ( \rightarrow ) occurrence medians are not equal statistically. No need to inspect mean of ranks.</td>
<td>R-FMEA-S= 3.785&lt;5.991 ( \rightarrow ) severity medians are equal statistically. No need to inspect mean of ranks.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of the ranks</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Comparison between conventional FMEA and R-FMEA table.

In FMEA, the RPN indicates collectively that the general failure prediction is deteriorates in 2016, while in 2017 profoundly improved. This fluctuation might represent the bias in reliability of using merely RPN. In contrast, in R-FMEA each single cause of error investigated separately using statistics to enhance the reliability. Using Kruskal-Wallis test in R-FMEA reveals that there is no change in occurrence and severity except detection in all three years. The detection was improved in last two consecutive years which is not compatible with FMEA results.
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